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Abstrat. In order to study the short pre-aring time in HBC fuses, we use a
mathematial model inluding phase hange of the fuse-element heating oupled with
the Laplae equation for the potential and the Ohm's law. The thermal model is based
on the enthalpy formulation of the heat equation with a soure term representing the
Joule heating. For the time range onsidered (up to 10 ms), we assume no heat
transfer between the fuse-element and the surrounding sand. To solve numerially
the governing equations, we employ a semi-impliit sheme for time integration and a
nite element method for spae disretization. Using eletrial and thermal properties
of the silver fuse-element, we present pre-aring harateristis (temperature, urrent
density, potential) for a fuse-element used in industrial protetion iruits.
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1. Introdution
High Breaking Capaity (HBC) fuse links are used sine more than one entury [1℄ in
the urrent protetion devies thanks to the fast interrupting of the highest fault ur-
rents and to the devie basi simpliity. HBC fuses are generally omposed of a single
thin fuse-element strip or else a number of parallel-onneted fuse-elements, usually in
silver, with one or more shares of redued ross setion areas alled nothes [1℄. These
onstritions are designed with dierent shapes as irular, retangular or trapezoidal.
The ondutor element is usually surrounded by silia sand and enlosed in a mehanial
robust erami body.
Due to the fuse-element omplex geometry and the lling material heterogeneities, the
HBC fuses have a rather a omplex behaviour. HBC fuses generally operate in two har-
ateristi time ranges that involve dierent physial proesses, named pre-aring and
aring times. Let us briey reall the physial proesses whih ause the fuse to limit
and ut the fault urrents [1, 2℄. During a fault urrent interruption, the urrent ow
indues Joule heating of the fuse-element, espeially around nothes where the eletrial
resistivity is the highest due to ross setion redution. One no balane is ahieved
between the eletrial energy input and the dissipated heat energy, the temperature
inreases in the noth reahing the melting temperature of the onstitutive metal and
the fuse-element vaporizes. The time range starting when the urrent is large enough
melt the fuse-element and ending with melting and vaporization is ommonly known as
the pre-aring time. The fuse element noth disruption results then in the generation of
an eletri ar and energy is dissipated from the ar olumn towards the lling material.
The eletri ar indues a large voltage rise as well as an ar lengthening due to the
fuse-element erosion (burn-bak) leading to the ar extintion until the urrent reahes
zero [2℄. The time lapse between the initiation of the ar and the nal ar extintion is
known as the aring time.
Pre-aring times an be lassied into three time ranges [3℄:
(a) Short time (up to 10 ms). For pre-aring times up to approximately 1 ms, the
fuse-element temperature rise is almost adiabati i.e. the heat loss by thermal
diusion between the noth and the remainder of the fuse element is negligible
independently of the fuse-element material. For pre-aring times between 1 ms
and 10 ms, thermal diusion eets operate between the noth and the remainder
of the fuse-element. They depend on the material properties. During these
short times and taking into aount the large ratio of thermal ondutivities
between the fuse-element (k
Ag
(293K) = 429.0Wm−1K−1) and the silia sand
(k
SiO2
(293K) = 0.3Wm−1K−1), there is no heat transfer from the fuse-element
to the silia sand.
(b) Medium time (10 ms to 1s). For pre-aring times between 10 ms and 1 s, the heat
transfer is arried out rstly from the noth to the remainder element and seondly
to the surrounding sand depending on the sand morphometri properties.
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() Long time (> 1s). For pre-aring times larger than 1 s, the heating proess is
onduted away through the element to the fuse end aps and onneting ables
and also through the sand ller. In addition, the pre-aring harateristis in this
time range are aeted by the M-eet [4, 3℄ when alloy is added through the
onstitutive element material.
In the last deades, numerous numerial investigations have studied the pre-aring
phase in HBC fuses using the nite dierene method [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ or the nite
element method [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄. Another approah is developed in [17, 18℄
where the temperature distribution as well as thermal and eletrial resistanes of
the dierent parts of the fuse are desribed by exat or semi-empirial equations.
Other works depit the fuse as an equivalent thermal resistane-apaitane network
[3, 19℄ in order to evaluate the temperature distribution in the fuse-element. These
earlier works have allowed to obtain, for a partiular fuse-element, the inverse pre-
aring time/urrent harateristis. The numerial tools allow to develop new fuse
designs without ahieving a laborious iterative experimental proess. Moreover, many
parameters suh as urrent ow lines, temperature distribution an be determined for
various fuse-element geometries and dierent materials. The shape of nothes an also
be designed with the help of suh alulations. In all quoted works, the fuse-element
heating is alulated until the melting temperature is reahed. Consequently the pre-
aring time does not inlude the time range that is neessary to pass the liquid phase
to the vapour phase beause no phase transition is inluded in these fuse models.
In this paper, we limit our study for the rst time range (up to 10 ms) where heat
transfer between the fuse-element and the lling sand is not signiant and the power
dissipated by thermal radiation is negleted. Consequently a two-dimensional geometry
is used to study the pre-aring period for industrial fuse-elements. We propose a model
and a spei numerial method taking into aount phase transition of the heated
fuse-element, allowing to extend the simulation until the vaporization temperature is
reahed. This omplete approah is new up to our knowledge. It is motivated by the
fat that our nal goal is to obtain a omplete model of the fuse operation in whih
the present model will inlude uid ow [20, 21℄ taking into aount thermodynamial
properties of AgSiO2 plasma [22, 23℄.
The paper is organized as follows: in setion 2, we present the mathematial model of
the fuse-element heating. In setion 3, we desribe the harateristis of the fuse-element
onsidered and setion 4 is devoted to the numerial method. In setion 5, we present
the numerial results of the pre-aring time harateristis.
2. Model of the fuse-element heating
To model the pre-aring regime in a HBC fuse in the ase of short time periods, we
assume no heat transfer between the fuse-element and the lling material. We also use
a two-dimensional model oupling the eletrial and the thermal problems inluding
solid  liquid phase hange of the fuse-element material. The nonlinear transient heat
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ondution equation is written in terms of the enthalpy funtion. The eletri part
is modelled by the Laplae equation governing a quasi-stati eletri potential where
indution eets are negleted. Assuming the Ohm's law, the governing equations of
the pre-aring period are desribed by the set of equations:


∂H
∂t
−∇ · (k∇T ) =
|J|2
σ
,
∇ · (σ∇V ) = 0,
E = −∇V,
J = σE,
(1)
where T is the temperature eld, H = H(T ) is the volumetri enthalpy, k = k(T ) and
σ = σ(T ) are respetively the thermal and eletrial ondutivities depending on the
temperature, J is the vetor of urrent density, E is the eletri eld vetor and V is
the eletri potential.
The enthalpy funtion H is dened as a primitive of the heat apaity with respet to
temperature, i.e.
H(T ) =
∫
T
T
ref
ρc(s)ds,
where ρ is the density, c is the spei heat apaity at onstant pressure whih depends
on the temperature and T
ref
is a referene temperature. For the ase of isothermal phase
hange (valid for a pure material), the enthalpy funtion has a jump disontinuity at
the melting temperature Tm and the funtion may be written as:
H(T ) =


∫
T
T
ref
ρcs(s) ds if T < Tm,
∫
Tm
T
ref
ρcs(s) ds+ ρL+
∫
T
Tm
ρcl(s) ds if T ≥ Tm,
where cs and cl are respetively the spei heat apaities at onstant pressure of
the solid and liquid phases and L denotes the latent heat. To solve the transient
eletri-thermal problem, equations (1) must be supplemented by boundary onditions
as desribed in setion 3.
3. Fuse-element desription
Our aim is to study the presented model through a sample of fuse-element geometry
used in industrial devies. The sample is assumed to have a projetion on the plane
(Oxy), given in gure 1, and whose thikness, in the z-diretion, is e.
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional fuse-element geometry.
The fuse-element is made of pure silver for simulations (experimental fuse-elements are
generally made of 99.99 % pure silver), the fuse-element is provided with only one noth
and its dimensions in plane (Oxy) are outlined in gure 1 and following the z-diretion
its thikness is e = 0.105 mm.
As far as boundary onditions are onerned, we impose the following ones:
(i) On boundary Γ1, we impose for the eletri problem a Neumann ondition
representing the urrent density ux through the fuse ross setion and for the
thermal problem, we impose a homogeneous Neumann ondition expressing a
thermal insulation (ontat resistane with eletrode is assumed ideal):
σ(T )
∂V
∂n
=
I(t)
|Γ1|
,
k(T )
∂T
∂n
= 0,
(2)
where n is the outward unit normal to the boundary, I(t) is the total urrent in
the fuse-element and |Γ1| = le is the ross setion area assoiated to Γ1.
(ii) On boundary Γ2, a Dirihlet ondition is presribed for the referene potential and
a homogeneous Neumann ondition for the temperature:
V = 0,
k(T )
∂T
∂n
= 0.
(3)
(iii) On boundaries Γ3 and Γ4, we impose a homogeneous Neumann ondition assuming
that heat transfer between the fuse-element and the surrounding sand is not
signiant for the onsidered urrents:
σ(T )
∂V
∂n
= 0,
k(T )
∂T
∂n
= 0.
(4)
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To omplete the model, we add a onstitutive funtion that desribes the enthalpy versus
temperature for the onsidered material. For a silver fuse-element, the relation between
enthalpy and temperature [24℄, if onstant spei heat and density are assumed for
eah phase and onsidering the situation of an isothermal phase hange, is given by (see
gure 2(a))
H(T ) =


ρcsT +Href if T < Tm,
ρcsTm +Href + ρL+ ρcl(T − Tm) if T ≥ Tm.
In view of the numerial treatment desribed in setion 4, the reiproal form β(H) of
H(T ) is given by (see gure 2(b)
β(H) =


H −H
ref
ρcs
if H < Hs = ρcsTm,
Tm if Hs ≤ H < Hs + ρL,
Tm +
H − ρcsTm −Href − ρL
ρcl
if H ≥ Hs + ρL.
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Figure 2. Enthalpy versus temperature H(T ) relation (a) and temperature versus
enthalpy β(H) relation (b) for silver material.
The material harateristis used for the simulation are enumerated in table 1. Moreover,
we onsider a thermal ondutivity funtion k(T ) (see [25℄) and an eletri ondutivity
funtion σ(T ) (see [26℄) dependent on temperature where the thermal and eletri
ondutivity jumps for the phase hange are respetively:
∆k(Tm)s−l = ks(Tm)− kl(Tm) = 177.92Wm
−1
K
−1,
∆σ(Tm)s−l = σs(Tm)− σl(Tm) = 6.1037× 10
6
Sm
−1.
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Table 1. Physial properties of the silver.
Silver density ρ = 10490 kgm−3
Solid heat apaity cs = 261.36 J kg
−1
K
−1
Liquid heat apaity cl = 310.4 J kg
−1
K
−1
Melting temperature Tm = 1235K
Boiling temperature Tv = 2433K
Latent heat L = 1.05× 105 J kg−1
Referene enthalpy H
ref
= −8.17× 108 Jm−3
Thermal ondutivity ks = 429Wm
−1
K
−1
at 293K
Eletri ondutivity σs = 64.17× 10
6
Sm
−1
at 293K
4. Numerial method
We start by presenting the time integration sheme and then onsider spae
disretization by a nite element method.
4.1. Time disretization
To integrate in time the resulting system, we use the semi-impliit sheme desribed in
[27, 28℄ where the time disretization is done by the so alled Cherno sheme. This one
onsists in a relaxation of the relation between the temperature and the enthalpy. Let∆t
denote the time step and let for a funtion f(t), fn stands for the time approximation
of f(n∆t). Given Hn, Jn, kn = k(β(Hn)) and σn = σ(β(Hn)), we dene the time
integration sheme by:
∇ · (σn∇V n) = 0, (5)
E
n = −∇V n, (6)
J
n = σnEn, (7)
γ
T n+1 − β(Hn)
∆t
−∇ · (kn∇T n+1) =
|Jn|2
σn
, (8)
Hn+1 = Hn + γ (T n+1 − β(Hn)), (9)
with boundary onditions desribed as in setion 3.
Here above, γ is a relaxation parameter assumed to satisfy the ondition
0 < γ ≤
1
maxβ ′(H)
for stability requirements (see [27, 28℄) where β ′(H) is the derivative of the funtion
H 7→ β(H). It is noteworthy that T n is a pseudo-temperature at t = n∆t, the atual
temperature eld being β(Hn+1).
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4.2. Spae disretization and variational formulation
In order to allow for various fuse-element geometries, we use a simple P1 nite element
method to disretize in spae the system (5)(9). For this, we shall resort to a variational
formulation. Let φ = φ(x, y) stand for an arbitrary regular funtion and multiplying
equation (8) by φ and integrating on Ω, we obtain
γ
∆t
∫
Ω
T n+1φ dΩ−
∫
Ω
∇ · (kn∇T n+1)φ dΩ =
γ
∆t
∫
Ω
β(Hn)φ dΩ+
∫
Ω
|Jn|2
σn
φ dΩ.
Using the Green formula and taking into aount the Neumann boundary onditions
(2)(4), we dedue
γ
∆t
∫
Ω
T n+1φ dΩ+
∫
Ω
kn∇T n+1 · ∇φ dΩ =
γ
∆t
∫
Ω
β(Hn)φ dΩ+
∫
Ω
|Jn|2
σn
φ dΩ.
Similarly, we multiply equation (5) by a regular test funtion ψ = ψ(x, y) that satises
ψ = 0 on Γ2,
and integrate over Ω to obtain∫
Ω
σn∇V n · ∇ψ dΩ =
I(t)
|Γ1|
∫
Γ1
ψ dΓ1.
After triangulating the domain Ω, the unknown funtions T , H , V , E and J are approx-
imated by pieewise linear funtions and this results in a linear system of equations for
eah time step ∆t.
5. Numerial results and disussion
As desribed in setion 3, we impose a urrent I(t) similar to an operating a.. urrent
supplied by a single-phase 100 kVA transformer (see [29℄ for more details). During the
pre-aring time, the urrent is desribed by the lassial relation
I(t) =
VM√
R2 + (Lω)2
(
sin(ωt+ θ − ϕ)− sin(θ − ϕ)e−
R
L
t
)
, (10)
where R and L are respetively the total resistane and the total indutane of the
iruit, ω is the supplied angular frequeny, VM is the maximum voltage of the power
supply, θ is the iruit losing angle and ϕ denotes the power fator angle of the iruit.
All the omputations have been performed using the OFELI library (see [30℄) and the
alulations are stopped when the boiling temperature is reahed indiating the end of
the total pre-aring time.
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The fuse-element, desribed in gure 1, is disretized with an unstrutured mesh of 8917
triangles and 4958 nodes where the noth area is meshed more nely. At the initial time,
the fuse-element temperature is xed at T0 = 300K and we have imposed a onstant
time step ∆t = 10−5 s. The total pre-aring time is obtained after 5.35ms time simu-
lation whih orresponds to the period preeding vaporization of the fuse-element and
the initiation of an eletri ar.
Figure 3 shows isothermal ontours in the fuse-element lose to the noth obtained from
the simulation at t = 5.35ms. The temperature distribution is almost homogeneous in
the fuse-element strip around 500K. As expeted, the Joule eet is more important as
one gets lose to the noth involving a temperature rise. The hottest points are loated
on the noth boundaries and the vaporization will take plae in these points and will
produe a gap generating an eletri ar.
Figure 3. Temperature distribution in the fuse-element at time t = 5.35ms.
Figure 4 represents the temperature and the urrent density norm distributions at time
t = 5.35ms in funtion of the fuse-element length x at y-oordinate 0.5mm (whih
orresponds to the half height of the fuse-element). The urrent density varies along
the length of the fuse-element and the urrent density vetor is not axial lose to the
noth due to the partiular shape of the restrited setion. Clearly, the highest urrent
densities our in the restrited setion induing the highest temperature. Within the
fuse-element strip, some important temperature gradients take plae lose to the noth.
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Figure 4. Temperature and urrent density norm distributions in the fuse-element at
time t = 5.35ms following the x-diretion at y = 0.5mm.
Figure 5 gives the potential distribution in the fuse-element for four time values in fun-
tion of length x at y-oordinate 0.5mm. The voltage drop along the fuse-element as
well as the voltage drop along the strangled onstrition inrease during the pre-aring
time due to the rise of the noth and fuse-element resistanes indued by the derease
of the eletri ondutivity when the temperature inreases.
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Figure 5. Potential distribution in the fuse-element at times t = 2 ms, t = 4ms,
t = 5 ms and t = 5.35ms following the x-diretion at y = 0.5mm.
The temperature history in the noth enter of oordinates (35mm, 0.5mm) during the
pre-aring period is given in gure 6. The power losses inrease onsiderably after melt-
ing, around t = 5.05ms, due to the higher resistane of the fuse-element onduting
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path. Indeed, the eletri ondutivity drops strongly when solid  liquid transition
ours (∆σ(Tm)s−l = σs(Tm) − σl(Tm) = 6.1037 × 10
6 S.m−1). As a result, the tem-
perature prole during the total pre-aring time an be divided in three steps. First,
the time range neessary to reah the melting point whih represents 92.5% of its nal
value. Seond, the short time interval, inluded between t = 4.95ms and t = 5.05ms,
where the fuse-element temperature is roughly a onstant equal to the melting temper-
ature. This time range represents 1.9% of the total pre-aring time and orresponds
to the neessary time to supply the latent heat energy. Third, the subsequent period
representing 5.6% of the pre-aring time, going from the melting temperature to the
boiling temperature of the silver fuse-element. The rst time range is muh longer in
omparison with the two others and onsequently these latter times do not signiantly
aet the overall pre-aring time. For this reason, earlier works (for example [5, 15℄)
do not take them into aount. Note that in the model, we assume that the liquid
material does not ow away from its original position whih may lead to errors beause
the urrent path is no longer well dened [1℄.
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Figure 6. Temperature evolution in the noth enter during the total pre-aring
period.
In gure 7, we ompare time evolution of the voltage drop during the pre-aring pe-
riod obtained respetively by simulation and experiment. The experimental data, plot-
ted during pre-aring and aring times, have been measured during a fuse operation
test. The simulated urrent, whih is a soure data for the model, is obtained with
equation (10) where iruit harateristis are referened in [29℄. In order to ompare
simulation and experiment with the same Joule integral
∫
tf
0
I2(t) dt, we have tted the
experimental parameters suh as resistane and indutane of the test iruit to obtain
the same urrent. We obtain for the simulated voltage drop a good agreement with the
experimental voltage and the pre-aring times dier of 0.25ms. This time deviation
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is in a large measure due to the geometrial shape dierene of the noth between the
simulated and the tested fuse-element. Indeed, as shown in gure 8, the experimental
fuse-element is not perfetly symmetrial on the level of the noth and the noth width
is slightly lower than 0.5mm. Consequently, the lower ross setion area indues a more
important Joule eet and a lower pre-aring time.
Experimentally, we note at t = 5.1ms a period of fast inrease of voltage drop whih is
attributed to the transition liquid  vapor of the material, the eletri ar is generated
and is haraterized by a ionized silver plasma of higher resistane.
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Figure 7. Current and voltage obtained by simulation (symbol ◦) and reording of a
short-iruit experimental test (dashed line).
Figure 8. Mirosopi piture of the experimental silver fuse-element geometry (the
sale unity is in millimeter).
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The fuse resistane evolution during the pre-aring period given in gure 9 is obtained
by the relation R
fuse
= ∆V/I(t) where ∆V denotes the voltage drop along the fuse-
element. When the melting point is reahed, the fuse resistane inreases rapidly due
to the higher resistivity of the liquid phase ompared to the solid phase.
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Figure 9. Fuse resistane evolution during the pre-aring period.
6. Conlusion
We have presented a two-dimensional mathematial model for the short pre-aring
period in HBC fuses assuming no heat transfer between the fuse-element and the
surrounding silia sand. The enthalpy formulation of the thermal problem allows to
take into aount the phase transitions of the fuse-element and onsequently to extend
the simulation until the boiling point is reahed. A spei numerial sheme for the
heat equation with phase transition is employed to obtain an approximate solution of
the temperature. Simulation of the pre-aring time for a fuse-element in pure silver with
irular noth has been realized. As expeted the Joule eet indues a temperature
rise lose to the noth involving the melting and the vaporization of the fuse-element.
Imposing a total urrent similar to an operating a.. urrent supplied by a transformer
allows to ompare the total pre-aring time and the voltage drop along the fuse-element
obtained by simulation and experiment. This model is useful to obtain the inverse pre-
aring time/urrent harateristis for industrial fuse-elements of various geometries.
Future works will onsist in arrying out an extension to the three-dimensional ase in
order to simulate longer pre-aring times where heat transfer between fuse-element and
the lling material is signiant.
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